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FIRST NAMES, NICKNAMES AND FAMILY NAMES 
AMONG THE JEWS OF KURDISTAN 1 

By YONA SABAR, University of California at Los Angeles 

THE KURDISH JEWS BORROWED some proper names from the 
local and neighboring ethnic groups, e.g. darwes,2 xodeda 

(Persian-Kurdish); xatun (Turkish); habib, na'im, sabrTya, 
zakTya (Arabic)3. However, the majority had Hebrew names 
which, as in other Near Eastern Jewish communities 4, were 

mainly popular Biblical names, namely those of the Pa- 

triarchs, some of the twelve tribes of Israel, and other favorite 

personalities (see the list below). Similarly, the names of the 
Matriarchs were most common for females. Certain names 
however, were conspicuously more common among the Kurdish 

Jews than in other Jewish communities. The name binydme 
"Benjamin" was quite popular, probably due to the tradition 

among the Kurdish Jews, as well as among some Christian 
tribes, that they are the descendents of the tribe of Benjamin 5. 

1 A paper delivered at the annual meeting of the American Oriental 
Society, Washington, March o2, I973. It is based primarily on oral 
communication with Kurdish Jews in Israel and my personal acquain- 
tance with the Jews of Zakho, Iraq, my hometown and the largest 
center of Kurdish Jews until their emigration to Israel. 

2 The accent on all names is regularly on the penult syllable, as is the 
case in Neo-Aramaic in general, i.e. darwes, xodeda. 

3 Arabic names, especially for females, became more common in 
recent times, probably due to the more frequent contacts with the 
Arabic speaking Jews of Mosul and Baghdad. Similarly, the Arabic 
pronunciation of some Hebrew names (see below, p. 2) may be due to 
their influence. 

4 Cf. among the Jews of Baghdad in M. Benayahu, ed., Massac 
Babel, Jerusalem, [I955], p. 56. 

5 On this tradition and others that relate the Kurdish Jews to the 
lost ten tribes of Israel see Y. Ben-Zvi, Nidhe Yisrael, Jerusalem, 
1965, pp. I32-I42; English Translation: The Exiled and the Redeemed, 
Philadelphia, 1957, p. 40 ff.; J. Hamilton, "The Use of Genetic 
Markers in Oriental Jewish Historical Studies", JQR, LXII (4/1972), 
pp. 288-313. 
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Similarly, the names yona "Jonah", ndhorn "Nahum", 
murdaxay "Mordecai" and 'tster "Esther", were given more 

frequently due to the popular tradition that associates the 
Biblical persons carrying these names with shrines in Kur- 
distan and Persia. The shrine of the Prophet Nahum at 

Alqush, near Mosul, was visited by thousands of Kurdish 

Jews every Shavuoth (Pentecost) Holiday, or as it is called 

by them ez-zyra "the Pilgrimage Holiday".6 Due to a similar 
tradition the names hasqel "Ezekiel", 'szra "Ezra", dani'el 
"Daniel" were most common among the Baghdadi Jews.7 

Some proper names, derived from Hebrew abstract nouns, 
are common to other Near Eastern Jewish communities as 
well, e.g. rahamim "Mercy", hayim "Life", nissim "Miracles", 
siman tof "Good Omen", ma-syah "Messiah", sdson "Joy", 
szmha "Gladness" (f.). The name hay "Alive", alone or in the 
combination ddud hay "David is alive", was also common.8 

The pronunciation of the Hebrew names is often different 
from the Massoretic one. A name in daily use may be pro- 
nounced differently when read in the Biblical or any Hebrew 
text,9 e.g. "Jacob" is pronounced ya'qub in daily use, but 

ya'aqov in a Hebrew text. The living pronunciation of some 
names is influenced by the Arabic 10 form of the Biblical 

names, e.g. ya'qub "Jacob", 'zshaq "Isaac", hdrun "Aaron", 
s1m' un "Simeon", but 'avrdhamn "Abraham", rather than 
Arabic 'ibrdhim. Some retained their Hebrew and Arabic 

6 See A. Ben-Jacob, Kurdistan Jewish Communities (in Hebrew), 
Jerusalem, 1961, p. 5I; "Id al-Ziyara be-Baghdad", CEdot, I/I, (1946), 
pp. 37-40; Ben-Zvi, Nidhe, pp. 20, I36. 

7 See Benayahu, Massa', p. 56; H. Blanc, Communal Dialects in 
Baghdad, Cambridge, I964, p. 148. 

8 On the reverence that Kurdish Jews had for King David, who 
was a shepherd like many of them, and on their tradition that he is 
still alive, see Ben-Jacob, Kurdistan, p. 12 f. 

9 Similarly, the pronunciation of Hebrew loanwords in Neo- 
Aramaic may be different from their pronunciation when read in a 
Hebrew text ("whole Hebrew"); cf. Blanc, Communal, p. I4I. See my 
article, "The Hebrew Elements in the Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of 
Zakho" (in Hebrew), to appear in Lesonenu, vol. 38 (I974). 

10 See n. 2. 
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pronunciation as well, e.g. ddwis (<dawid; cf. "Davis") or 
ddud "David", mose or misa (more rare) "Moses". The 
different pronunciation of other names is due to phonetic 
changes in Neo-Aramaic in general, e.g. hiza < yah1dd 
"Judah",'l sa(ya < yasa'yd "Isaiah", nasse < manasse 
"Manasseh", m'tzr < mej'r "Meir", adser < 'dser "Asher".12 

Most of the Hebrew names have one or more hypocoristic 
forms, which are a combination of phonetic changes, influenced 

by the phonetic system of Kurdish and Neo-Aramaic, and 

hypocoristic suffixes borrowed from Kurdish. Male names 
take the suffix -o (originally vocative), and -ka (originally 
diminutive designating affection or belittling [ ?] or indefinite 

sense), and female names take -o or -e, and -ke,13 e.g. ddwis 
"David" > dazo, ddwzska; mzryam "Miriam" > mzro, mzre; 
hanna "Hannah" > hanno, hannoke. The following are some 
of the major phonetic changes that take place in the hypo- 
coristic forms: 

I. Long names (three syllables or more) are shortened by 
omitting the first or the last syllable, e.g. 'avrdham > 'avro 
"Abraham", bznydme> bino "Benjamin", rz'iven> 'ivo 

"Reuben", rahamim > hamo.l4 Shorter names simply omit the 
last consonant, e.g. mssim> ntsso, hayim> hayyo, ndholm> 
nho. 

2. The consonants s and s may be palatalized, e.g. sdra > 
caro "Sarah", simantof > c6mo; 'zshaq > 'zcco "Isaac", 
szyyon> ciuna "Zion".15 

11 Cf. hbozya <yahfidaya "Jew". 
12 Cf. the shift '(hamza, glottal stop)> C(cayin) in Arabic loanwords 

in Neo-Aramaic: qurcan<qur)an "Koran", qirdca<qI ra)a "(Arabic) 
reader", Caslaya < 'asli "original". 

13 For the various uses of these suffixes in Kurdish dialects see 
D. N. MacKenzie, Kurdish Dialect Studies-1, London, 1961, §§ 258, 
259, 262; T. Wahby-C.J. Edmonds, A Kurdish-English Dictionary, 
Oxford, 1966, p. 44, -eke, p. 70, -k. 

14 Cf. Kurdish mico "Mustafa", ramo "Ramazan", simk6 "Ismail"; 
MacKenzie, Kurdish, p. 156, n. I. 

15 For the use of -a for vocative see MacKenzie, Kurdish, p. 60, 
n. 2: rasa "Rashid", mica/mico "Mustafa" (s/s>c). 
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3. A consonant may be doubled due to assimilation, e.g. 
'zster> 'ztte "Esther"; basya (<bityd) "Bithiah" > basso,16 
'zshaq> '6cco, 'avrdham> 'avi. 

4. Initial y followed by av owel may appear as ' (glottal 
stop), e.g. yaqubt> 'dqo "Jacob", yosef >'osaka, 'isaka, 
'oce "Joseph". 

The use of a hypocoristic name was not limited to any age 
group. A person could be called by such a name all his life 
without ever using the regular name. For this reason hypo- 
coristic names are common as family names as well, being 
derived from an ancestor or ancestress. However, among the 
Hakhamim (Rabbis) and dignitaries the regular Hebrew 
name was usually preferred, e.g. haxam 'avrdham "Rabbi 
Abraham", ma'allhm rahamim "Master (Teacher) Rahamim", 
rather than 'avro, hamo, common among the lay people. 

Family Names. As in other Near Eastern communities,l7 
family names in the strict sense were not very common among 
the Kurdish Jews. That is why after their emigration to 
Israel, when they had to use family names for administrative 

purposes, many, for lack of such a name, adopted such 

general family names as Mizrahi "Oriental", Barazani "from 
Barazan", Barashi "from Barashe".18 Others simply used 
their father's name as a family name.19 In Kurdistan, however, 

16 The name Bitya appears in the Bible only once (Chr. II, 4:I8) 
but it is common in the midrash, where it is ascribed to the foster- 
mother of Moses, and interpreted as bat-yah "daughter of God"; see 
L. Ginsberg, The Legends of the Jews, vol. II, p. 270 and notes. Through 
the midrash the name became very popular among the Kurdish Jews. 
See the Neo-Aramaic epic "Moses and Batya, the Daughter of Pharaoh" 
in J. J. Rivlin, Sirat Yehide Hatargfm, Jerusalem, I959. 

17 Cf. S. D. Goitein, "Nicknames as Family Names", JAOS, vol. 90 
p. 517; Benayahu, Massa', p. 56 f.; H. E. Goldberg, "The Social 
Context of North African Jewish Patronyms", in Folklore Research 
Center Studies, vol. III, Jerusalem, 1972, p. 25I f.; D. Corcos, "Les 
Prenoms des Juifs Marocains", op. cit., I43-229: -,"Reflexions sur 

l'Onomastique Judeo-Africaine", op. cit., vol. I (1970), 1-27. 
18 Barazani, however, is an old family name, common in Kurdistan 

among Moslems and Jews as well; cf. Ben Jacob, Kurdistan, p. 226 f. 
19 Similarly, in documents and mss. originating in Kurdistan the 
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a variety of personal nicknames were used instead of family 
names. Some of these have developed into family names 

passed on to the descendants as well. A clear mark of a family 
name is when a name is preceded by the element be, an old 
construct form of beta "house, clan". The elements from 
which these family names are derived may be classified as 
follows: 

I. Ancestor's name or nickname, e.g.: be 'isaka "Joseph", 
be mtro "Meir", be zdqen "Old Man" (Hebrew).20 

2. Ancestress' name.21 Mother's proper name would become 
a family name, especially after the early death of the father, 
when she would become the head of the family, e.g.: be meram 

"Miriam", be tdmar, be 'ela. 
3. The names of both an ancestor and an ancestress are 

used for further identification, e.g.: be yosef be naze, be ndhom 
be hale, be hamo be tdmar. 

4. Ancestor's occupation, e.g.: be sabdga "dyer", be kalakvd- 
no "kelek (raft)-logger", be haldwci "halva maker", be hamo 
xdnci "innkeeper". 

5. Religious or public role, e.g.: be gabbay "synagogue 
treasurer", be sex "undertaker" (<Arabic "elder"), be 
haxam rafd'el "Rabbi R." be ma'alltm rahamim "School- 
master R.", be sdson muxtar "Secretary of the Jewish 

Community". 
6. Deformity or special quality. Derisive nicknames are 

common among the Near Eastern people in spite of the 
Talmudic and Koranic decrees against their use.22 According 
to Professor Goitein, derisive nicknames served as family 

father's name, preceded by Neo-Aramaic bzv, or Hebrew ben, "son", is 
often used instead of a family name. See the colophones cited in my 
article on Neo-Aramaic mss., Sefunot, X (1966), pp. 345-347; Ben- 
Jacob, Kurdistan, pp. 21O-212. Cf. Goldberg, loc. cit. (n. I7). 

20 Zaqen is one of the largest families of Zakho. According to the 
family tradition it originated in North Africa, where Zaqen is quite 
common as a family name. 

21 Cf. Goitein, Nicknames, p. 522; Benayahu, Massac, p. 58 f. 
22 See Goitein, Nicknames, p. 520; Benayahu, Massac, p. 57. 
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names even in official documents.23 Similar practices were 
common among the Kurdish Jews especially in everyday use, 
e.g. 'azizpallunka "crippled", hay qutta "short", s'lo bxa 'ena 
"Solomon with one eye", gazdle sahatta "blind" (f.), )'ster 
cu'ta "smooth of skin" (f.). Some are so derisive that I 
hesitate to mention them here. Family names composed of 
Kurdish numbers such as cilm&eio "40 men", hafsade "700" 
are explained as indicating the unusual strength of the 
ancestor, as being as strong as 40 or 700 men put together. 

7. Place of origin. Family names often indicate the place 
of origin of the family, and as such they serve as a good 
source for historical information on the ethnic structure of the 

population.24 
The Jewish communities in Kurdistan were quite unstable. 

The Jewish population in villages and small towns with a 

relatively large population in the past, such as Amidya and 
Nerwa, had dwindled to a very few Jewish families or none 
at all. The reports of travelers to Kurdistan at various times 
reflect this grim situation. While Benjamin of Tudela (I2th. 
cent.) estimates the Jewish population of Amidya as "25 
thousands" (an exaggeration, to be sure), there were only 
about 50 families in recent times (see Ben-Jacob, Kurdistan, 
p. 8I). On the other hand, new centers, such as Zakho, became 

prominent in our time. 

Many Jews emigrated there from nearby or distant locations, 
as it is reflected in their family names and family tradition, e.g., 
be kolo from the village of K6ol near Zakho,25 be zekdrzko, from 
Zebari, near 'Aqra (Mosul District), be 'jamdya, from 'Ajam 
"Persia", ba-qqlndya, from Basqala, Turkey, mahdtjrndya 
"immigrant". Other aspects of family history may be preserved 
in family names as well. A family in Zakho was called be 

hajjiya "Female Haj (pilgrim)" because an ancestress of 
23 Ibid., p. 517. 
24 Cf. the discussion regarding the Berber origin of some family 

names of North African Jews, Goldberg, p. 249 f. (see n. 17). 
25 So explained to me by a member of the family, Mr. Salih Kolo, 

or as he is known now in Jerusalem, Masliyah Kol. 
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theirs converted to Islam and went to Mecca as a pilgrim.26 
On the other hand, a Moslem family in Zakho was called 
Mahamade Juhi, meaning in Kurdish "Muhammad the 
Jewish", because their ancestor was a Jewish convert. 

8. Personal incident. A large group of family names are 
derived from a key word of some personal incident by which 
the ancestor of the family became known. Such family names 
as tina "mud", parte'na "flea",27 parndsa "livelihood" 
(Hebrew), dlnga "thick wall", baxavoz (Heb. bkabo6d) "with 
respect", all have a more or less authentic story behind them, 
which has become a part of the local folklore. It will suffice to 
mention two such stories as typical examples of many others. 
Be poxa "Wind Family" was so named because their drying 
wool was once blown away by the wind, and they naively 
began running after the wind and cursing it for doing so, to 
the amusement of the passers-by. The strange family name 
'3ndak-dunak, composed of two Arabic one-word phrases 
meaning "(I am) here with you", "You are not", was given 
to the ancestor of the family, who was kelek (raft)-logger. 
Once while rowing with some Arab colleagues in Khabur 
River his kelek disappeared behind a rock in a way that he 
could see them but they could not see him. When one of them 
alarmingly yelled: Nzssim, wenak "Nissim, where are you?", 
he answered: 'Cndak "Here, with you (I see you)". But the 
Arab, who could not locate him, yelled back: dinak "You 
are not here (I do not see you)". Finally, however, he was 
found and rescued, but not without his new nickname, 
('ndak-dinak, which was passed on to his descendents forever 
after. 

26 Cf. the Baghdadi Jewish family bet Mesummada "Female Con- 
vert" (Hebrew), Benayahu, Massa', p. 58. 

27 Cf. the Biblical family Bene Parc6sh and the Arab Barghuiti, 
both meaning "flea", and the explanation of Prof. Goitein, in Nick- 
names (see n. 17), p. 517. 
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A List of Common Hebrew Names and Their Hypocoristic 
Forms 28 

The list is arranged according to the Hebrew alphabet. 
The pronunciation given in column (a) is the one in daily use, 
often different from the one in a Hebrew text. In column (b) 
appear the hypocoristic names. 

Male Names 

(a) 
'avraham 

i; 

7' 

r 

1. 

'jt 

Dn,aK harun 
n'~7a 'ilyahu,'eliya 
ftf ('azar 
"~m frayim 

tt 'aser 
'W'2z blnyame 

n11 dawis 
n ,'n hayim, hayi 
1nm1 huiza 
Tr~," r suwa' 
m1'f yona 
01¢ y6sef 

tptn1r hasqel 
:Ijps ya'qub 
pnYs 'ishaq 

1;S' sa ya 
Xtqtn ylsra'el 
',}3 mi'lr 
1n=1 mixa 
;lt3S nasse 
:;n~ murdaxay, 

murdax-xaye,29 
mn3l nahom 

(b) 
'avro, 'avvi 

11lo, 'iko 
'azo 
firo, faho 

bino 

dawo, dawiska 
hayyo, h.yika 

'6sika, 'uisaka, 'ce 
hasqo 
agqo 

ysro yisro 
miro 
mixo 
nassoka 

murdax 
nlho 

28 The list is far from being exhaustive. It mainly includes names 
with hypocoristic forms or unique pronunciation. 

29 Play on words, meaning "May Murdax live". 
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(a) 
nlssim 
simantof 
'lzra 

pinhas 
slyyon 
rl'iven, ruven 
rahamim 
rafa'el 

sabbasay 
sal6mo 
samu'el 
sim un 
sason 

(b) 

nlsso, nicko 
clmo 
(1zro 
'ammo 

pino 
cuna 
'uvo 

hamo, hamina 
rafo 

sabbo, sapto 
lo, silane 

sammo, simo 

Sluina 
sasona 

Female Names 

'asnat 
'ister 

basya 
basiyyon 
davora 
zilfe (?) 
hawwa 
hanna 
le'a 

miryam, meram 
serah 

rlfqa 
rahel 
sosanna 

simha 
sara 
tamar 

'itte, 'ltt6ke 

basso, bassoke 

ciyya 
dade, dadlke (?) 
zilfoke 

hanno, hannoke 

mire, miro 

rahlo, caho (?) 
sanna, sanno, 

sannoke 

caro, carke 
tamarke 

C1401~ 

niv pvlo~ 
mlivv 

~Xvzv 

tDtilt 

71.)3 
ps-1' 

Wnrlln 

~Xvl 

T11tv 

'1?3~t 

4Xlntv 

71vnto 
71tot 

nao 
nln 

mnpn 
n3n 

nnl nonn 
n13ti 

rnn 
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